2024 Women’s and Gender Studies Student Research Symposium at UNT, Denton
Presentation Session List

Panel 1: 10:00am – 10:50am

**Feminist Artifacts**

**Maddie Rodriquez** – “Geographic Areas of Vice in Dallas: Historic to Present Erasures”
**Ash Palmer** – “Baby’s First Book of Feminists”
**Ryann Ragsdale** – “Feminist Intentions”
**Kennadi Morrow** – “What is an everyday Feminist?”
**Jacqueline Sanchez** – *Untitled presentation*

Panel 2: 11:00am – 11:50am

**Genealogies and Politics of Gender**

**Ghazaleh Ebnesaris** – “Women's Cycling and Their Right to Public Spaces: Stories from Iran, Malaysia and Indonesia”
**Aubrey Escoto** – “Ensuring Space for Queer/Trans/Gender Nonconforming People in Sustainable Development”
**Maria Mazvimavi** – “Colonialism's Role in Restricting Women's Rights in Sub-Saharan Africa and North America”
**Katherine Crowe** – “Resisting Colonial Epistemologies and Discourses in Writing Instruction”
**Catherine Chinchilla** – “What are the root causes of gender-based violence (GBV) and how do we end it?”

Poster Session: 12:00pm – 12:45pm

**Luis Perez** – “The Deterioration of Human Security and the Rise of the Argentinian Far Right”
**Mar Lamberson** – “Metacognition: A Radical Feminist Perspective in a Cognitive Psychology Context”
**Christian Meshehsa** – “Sexual Violence in Ethiopia and The Democratic Republic of Congo - A Tactic of War”
**Alexis Guess** – “The Missing Green Dot: Uncovering UNT’s History of Campus Sexual Assault”
**Berkeley Robinson** – “How is Gender Tied to Louisiana Creole Lifeways as Represented Through Music?”
**Jacqueline Rogel** – *Untitled poster presentation*